Statutory Document No. 162107

THE ROAD TRAFFIC ACT 1985

The Road Vehicles (Construction, Lighting and IJse)
(Amendment) Regulations 2007
Approved by

Tynwald

2lst March 2007

Coming into

operation

lst July 2007

In exercise of the powers conferred on the Department of Transport by sections 74 and
78 of, and paragraphs 1 and2 ofschedule 2io,theRoad Traffi,c Act 1985r, and of all
other enabling powers, the following Regulations afe hereby made:-

1.

Citation and commencement

These Regulations may be cited as the Road Vehicles (Construction, Lighting and
Use) (Amendment) Regulations 2007 and, subject to section 74(3) of ttre Road Traffic
Act 1985, shaii come into operation on 1st July 2007.

2.

Preliminary

(1) The Road Vehicles (Construction,

'Weights)
Equipment and

Regulations 20022 shall be further amended in accordance with Schedule

1"

(Z)

The Road Vehicles (Maintenance and Use) Regulations 20A23 shall be
further amended in accordance with Schedule 2.

(3)

The Road Veh-icles Lighting (Application) Regulations 19984 shall be
iuf'her amended in accordance with Schedule 3.

I

't

1985 c.23

so al+rc2
so anrcz
4 SOZqlD[

as

amendedbySDs 99107,675102 and 698/04

Price f,2.00: Price Band B

3.

Disapplication of paragraph 2(1) of Schedule 2 to the Act

Whereas the Department of Transport is satisfied -

(Ð

that it is requisite that the provisions of these Regulations shall apply
as from lst July 2007 to vehicles registered under the Licensing and
Registration of Vehicles Act 19855 before the expiration of one year
from the making of these Regulations; and

(b)

that, notwithstanding that those provisions

will then apply to those

vehicles, no undue hardship or inconvenience

will be caused thereby,

paragraph 2(1)
provisions,

of Schedule 2 to the Road Traffic Act 1985 shall not apply to those

SCI{EDIILE

Regulation 2(1)

1

AMENDMENT OF TTIE ROAD VEHICLES (CONSTRUCTION, EQUIPMENT AND
WETGHTS) REGIJLATIONS 2002

Amendment of regulation 2 (interpretation)

1.

(1)

Regulation 2 is amended as follows.

(2) In the table in paragraph
by a number", substitute "Community Directive,
followed by a number

(l), for

the definition of "Community Directive, followed

the Directive adopted by

-

(a) the Council or the Commission of the
European Communities; or

(b) the European Parliament

and the Council

of the European Union,
the identifying particulars of which are given in the item

column 3 of Table I in Schedule I in which that
number appears in column 2; and where that Directive
amends a previous Directive mentioned in column 3(d) of
the Table, the reference to the amending Directive
includes a reference to the previous Di¡ective as so

in

amended.",

Amendment of regulation 23 (construction of minibuses)

2.

(1)

Regulation 23 is amended as follows.

(2)

Before the opening words, insert

"(1)
5

-

Subject to paragraph (2),".

1985 c.21

2

(3)

After paragraph (1), insert-

"(2) Instead of complying with the requirements specified in Schedule 3, a
minibus to which those requirements apply may meet such of the requirements in the Annexes
to Community Directive 2001/85 as apply to it.".
Amendment of regulation 26 (strength of superstructure of single-decked coaches)

3.

(1)

Regulation 26 is amended as follows.

(2)

At the begiming of paragraph (2), insert ',Subject

(3)

After paragraph (2), insert

to paragraph (3),".

-

"(3) Instead of complying with the requirements of ECE Regulation 66, a
vehicle to which this regulation applies may meet such of the requirements in the Annexes to
Community Directive 2001/85 as apply to it.,'.
Amendment of regulation 27 (additional e*its from double-decked coaches)

4.

(l)

Regulation 27 is amended as follows.

Ø

Afterparagraph (6), insert-

"(7) Instead of complying with the previous provisions of this regulation, a
vehicle to which this regulation applies may meet such of the requirements in the A¡nexes to
Community Directive 2001/85 as apply to it.',.
Amendment of Schedule

5.

I

(Community Directives and ECE Regulations)

(1)

Schedule 1 is further amended as follows.

(2)

In Table I, insert in nume¡ical order

42A

97/27

22.7.97

-

L233,25.8.97,p.1

Masses and

701t56

dimensions of
certain categories

of

vehicles and their
trailers
47

2001/85

20.11.2001

L42,13.2.02,p. I

Special provisions

70/156 as

for vehicles used for

amended
by 97/27

the carriage

of

passengers

comprising more
than eight seats in
addition to the
driver's seat

Regulation

2(2)

SCHEDULE 2

AMENDMENT OF'TIIE ROAD VEHICLES (MAINTENANCE AND USE)
REGULATIONS
Amendment of regulation 3 (interpretation)

1.

(l)

Regulation 3 is amended as follows.

7

2OO2

(2) In the table in paragraph (1), for the definition of "Community Directive, followed
by a number", substitute "Community Directive,
a number

the Directive adopted by

-

followed by

(a) the Council or the Commission of the
European Communities; or

(b)

the European Parliament and the Council
of the European Union,

the identifying particulars of which are given in the item
in column 3 of Table I in Schedule 2 in which that

number appears in column 2; an:d where that Directive
amends a previous Directive mentioned in column 3(d) of
the Table, the ¡eference to the amending Directive
includes a reference to the previous Di¡ective as so
amended.".

Amendment of regulation 9 (mirrors)

2.

(l)

Regulation 9 is amended as follows.

(2)

Afterparagraph (3), insert-

"(34)

In paragraph (3) the reference to regulation 33 of the Construction and Use

i¡ the Schedule
Vehicles (Construction and Use) (Amendment) (No' a) Regulations 20056."'
Regulations

is a reference to the regulation as substituted

to the

Road

Amendment of regulation 82 (length of vehÍcles)

3.

(1)

Regulation 82 is amended as follows.

(2)

In the table in paragraph (l), for the hgure "7" in column 3 of item 5,

(3)

tt7
¡¡!', substifute "8% m".
In paragraph (4), for

substitute

"\Yr".

Regulation

2(3)

SCHEDULE 3

AMENDMENT OF'THE ROAD VEHICLES LIGHTING (APPLICATION)
REGULATIONS 1998

Amendment of Schedule 2 (modifications of SI 19891L796)

l.

Part

2.

In paragraph 3, for sub-paragraph (b), substitute

II of

"(b)

6

Schedule 2 is further amended as follows.

-

in the definition of "Emergency vehicle", -

(i)

in the introductory words, for "moto¡ vehicle", there is substituted "vehicle",

(ii)

sub-paragraPh (d) is omitted,

st 2oo5l3165

4

(iiÐ in sub-paragraph (e, for "National Health servic
e Act 19771,'
tberç is substituted "National Health
servic.
Act of Tynwald)',, and

(iv)
J

orwards,

Gr. áfr"r*r Act 20018 (an

in sub_paragraph (g), for ,,He¡ yll:rqt Coasrguard
or Coastguard
Auxiliary service", tåere is substituted
'.tt.i,l.
ä*rguard,,;,,.
"irr¿":,

For paragraph 6A, substitute _

"64.

In regulation l

(a)

(b)

l, -

inparagraph (l)(c), for sub_paragraphs (i)
to (iii), there are subsrituted _

"(i)

apedal cycle,

(iÐ

a

(iiÐ

a solo

(iv)

an

trailer drawn by, or a sidecar attached to,
apedal cycle,

motor bicycle or

a

motor bicycle combination, or

invalid carriage; or,,;

inparagraph (2),

_

(Ð
;ï*;r.ï'-i"ïJ;"::pedal of

(ob)

a

to or incorporated in

pedal cycle;

white light or amber light from a lamp which
is designed
to emit light primarily to one or bothìides
of the vehicle
and is attached to or incorporated in
any wheel or ryr" oi

(Ð
(iÐ

apedal cycle, or

a trailer drawn by, or a sidecar attached
to,

pedal cycle;",

(iÐ

in. sub_paragraph (q), for sub_paragraphs

substituted _

(iiÐ

"(i)

a

pedal cycle,

(iÐ

a

trailer drawn by, or

(iiÐ

a solo

(iv)

an invalid carriage;,,, and

a sid.ecar attached

motor bicycle or

a

to, apedal cycle,

mofor bicycle combination, or

reflected light from-amber, black or yelrow
retro reflectiye
material on a vehicle to which sub_paragraph
fUfrl or fvil

refers;

(ru)

reflected light from yellow
material on

1 1977 c,49
I 2ool c.
14

5

-

or

a

(i) ro (iii), there are

for sub_paragraph (r) there are substitured _

"(r)

a

orange ¡et¡o reflective

an ambulÂnse opelated primarily for ernergencyrcsponse purposes,
a breakdown

5.

6

vehicle, ot

emitting light to the front of the pedal cycle, trailer or sidecar (as
the case may be) ofan intensity ofnot less than four candelas;

(h)

a rear position lamp capable of emitting a flashing light (whether
or not it is also capable of emitting a steady light), being a lamp
which is fitted to

-

(Ð

a pedal

(iÐ

a

cycle, or

trailer drawn by, or

and which, if
regulation 18,

a sidecar attached

to, a pedal cycle,

it is a lamp required to be fitted pursuant

is

to

capable, when emitting a flashing light, of
emitting light to the rear of the pedal cycie, trailer or sidecar (as the
case may be) of an intensity of not less than four candelas; or

an interior lamp when activated by the appliance mentioned in

(D

2l(2) or (4) of the Road Vehicles (Maintenance and
Use) Regulations 2002 to emit automatically a flashing light for a
continuous period of not more than five minutes.".".
regulation

6.

Afterparagraph 10, insert-

"104.

[n regulation 18, (a)

in paragraph (1), for "paragraph (2)", there is substituted "paragraphs (2),
(24) and (28)"; and

(b)

after paragraph (2) there are inserted

-

"(24)

The requirements specified in paragraph 5(c) and (ca) of
in the case of a front position larnp capable of
emitting a flashing light, being a lamp which is htted to Schedule 2 shall not apply

(a)

apedal cycle; or

(b)

a

trailer drawn by, or

a sidecar attached

to, a pedal cycle,

unless the lamp is also capable of emitting a steady light.

(28)

The requirements specihed in paragraph 5(d) and (e) of
case of a rear position lamp capable of
emitting a flashing light, being a lamp which is fitted to Schedule

l0 shall not apply in the

(u)

a

pedal cycle; or '

(b)

a

hailer drawn by, or a sidecar attached to,

a pedal cycle,

unless the lamp is also capable of emitting a steady light.',.".
7

Forparagraph 17, sùbstitute
"17

.

-

(1)

Part I of Schedule 2 (as amended by 51199412280) is modified as follows.

(2)

Inparagraph 5, -

(a)

in sub-paragraph (c), for the entry in the left-hand
substituted

-

7

column, there

is

,.Anyothervehiclemanufacturedorf,rrstusedonorafterlstJuly1993and
before lst JulY 1999:"; and

(b)

in sub-ParagraPh (ca), -

(Ðfortheentryintheleft-handcolumn'thereissubstitutedafter lst July 1999:"
"Any other vehicle manufactured on or

'

ar,;d

(b)"'
in the entry rn the right-hand column' for "sub-paragraph

(iÐ

(c) or (d)"'
there is suUsti¡.rted "sub-paragraph (b),

(3)

In paragraph 12,after sub-paragraph (b) there is added-

"(c)

In the

case of a front position lamp capable
which is fitted to

of emitting a flashing light

-

(Ð

a

Pedal cYcle, or

(iÐ

a

pedal cycle'
trailer drawn by' or a sidecar attached to' a

thelightshownbythelampwhenflashingshallbedisplayednotlessthan
each
OO

o,

tlun í+O tq"ut ìmes per minute and the intervals between

-o,t

display oflight shall be constant'"'

(4)

In

paragraph 13, in the definition

added after sub-parag¡aPh (b)

of "British

Standard mark"' there are

t'; or

(c)

the mark indicated in the specification
requrements for lighting equipment pub
Institution under the reference BS 6102: P
8438 published on 15th

April

1995' namely "6102/3"; or

(d)themarkindicatedinthespecifrcationforphotometricandphysical
."q.,rr**,"s fot tigttting "t"ç*911 ¡"¡lished. l1-tht British Standards
by AMD
under thJrefei"nr. Ês 6102: Part 3: 1986 as amended
Institution
14621 fublished on lst September 2003' namely "6102/3u'"'"'

8

After paragraPh 17, insert -

"174.

In part II of Schedule 2, for paragraph 3' there is substituted

-

',3.Inthecaseofanyothervehicle,anynumberoffrontpositionlampsmaybe
Regulations in respect of any
fitted and the only requiiements prescribed' by these
I.".".
Part
of
lZ(c)
anð
7
paragiaphs
which are fitted aå thoìe in
9

In paragraph 19, for sub-paragraph (c), substitute

"(c)

-

in ParagraPh 5, -

(Ðintheleft-handcolumnofsub-paragraph(d),for''lstoctober1995'',there
is substituted "lst July 1999",

(iD

in sub-ParagraPh (e)' -

(A)intheleft-handcolumn,for''1stoctoberl995'',thereissubstituted
"1st July 1999", and

8

(B)

in the right-hand

column,

for

"sub-paragraph

(c)", there

is

substituted "sub-paragraph (c), (d) or (e)";".

10,

In paragraph 19, after sub-paragraph (c), insert -

"(d)

after paragraph 12(a) there is inse¡1ed

"(aa)

-

ln the case of a rear position lamp capable of emitting
is fitted to

a

flashing light which

-

(D

apedal cycle, or

(iÐ

a

traile¡ drawn by, or a sidecar attached to,

a

pedal cycle,

the light shown by the lamp when flashing shall be displayed not less than
60 or more than 240 equal times per minute and the intervals between each
display oflight shall be constant.";

in paragraph

13, in the definition
sub-paragraph (c)

(e)

of "British

Standard mark", there are added after

-

tt;

I

l

(d)

the mark indicated ia the specification for photometric and physical
requirements for lighting equipment published by the British Standards
Institution under the reference BS 6102: Part 3: 1986 as amended by AMD
8438 published on l5th Apri] 1995, namely "6702/3"; or

(e)

the mark indicated

in the specification for photometric and physical
requirements for lighting equipment published by the British Standards
Institution under the reference BS 6102: Part 3: 1986 as amended by AMD
14621 published on lst September 2003, namely '610213u .u.".

After paragraph 19, insert

"194.

or

In Part

substituted

-

II of Schedule 10, for

the paragraph set out there, the following paragraph is

-

"Any number may be htted and the only requirements prescribed by

these

Regulations in respect ofany which a¡e fitted are those specified in paragraphs 7 and
12(aa) ofPart I.".".

MADE

l1

tL

\t-rr\^L^^^---

2007

Minister for Transport
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
(This Note is not part of the Regulations)
Vehicles (Construction, Equipment and
e Road Vehicles (Maintenance and Use)
Road Vehicles Lighting (Application)
SDs 99/01, 675/02 and 698/04)'
Schedule 7

the affected Reguiations so that the definition of
the
wed by a numberi includes Directives adopted by
Council of the EuroPeanUnion'

3.

ParagraPhs 2 to 4 amend regulati
and coaches to comply with the relevant r
Directive 2001/85 as an alternative to me
those regulations. Paragraph 5 make a con

Schedule 2

the affected Regulations in
This schedule does.three things. First, it amends
the same way as described in paragraph 2 above'

4.

5.Second,byapplyingtothelslandane\Mregulation33(mirrors)intheGB
makes extended provision with
Construction and Uää if"ã"f"tions, the Schedule
respect to

mirrors. The main changes ale

as

follows:

(a)goodsvehiclesfirstusedonorafter26thJanuary200Tmust,ifthey
have

(Ð

not 7500 kg'
a maximum gross weight exceeding 3500 kg but
and

(iÐacabinofasimilarheighttoaheavygoodsvehicleexceeding
that upPer weight,

mirror;
be fitted with two wide-angle mirrors and a close-proximity

(b)heavygoodsvehiclesfirstusedonorafterthatdatemust,iftheyhave
not 12000 kg, be
u *J*i-u- gross weight exceeding 7500 kg but
fittedwithtwowide-anglemirrors,aclose-proximitymirror,anda
front mirror;

(c)heavygoodsvehiclesfirstusedonorafterthatdatemust,iftheyhave
an
a maximum gross werght exceeding 12000 kg' be fitted with
additional widè-angle mirroi and a front mirror;

l0

(d)

in all

cases where

it is not possible to fit a prescribed front mirror,

a

device for indirect vision (for example, a camera-monitor device) may
be used instead;

(e)

first used on or after 26th Janrary 2010 must, if
they comprise no more than eight passenger seats in addition to the
driver's seat, be fitted with a Class III exterior rear-view mirror on both

passenger vehicles

the driver's side and the passenger's side, whereas previously there was
a requirement for such a mirror to be fitted only on the driver's side;
(Ð

if

the lower edge

of an exterior mirror which

complies with

Community Directive 2003197, Comrnunity Directive 2005127 or ECE
Regulation 46,02 is less than two metres above the road surface when
the vehicle is laden, the mirror must not project

-

(Ð

more thpn 25 cmbeyond the overall width of the vehicle, or

(iÐ

in a case where the vehicle is drawing a trailer with an overall
width greater than that of the drawing vehicle, more than 25 cm
beyond the overall width of the trailer.

6. Third, the Schedule increases the maximum pefinitted length of drawbar
trailers from 7 to 8Yz metres so that it caters for a minimum length of 7Yz metres
prescribed for such trailers in certain provisions of the Driving Licences and Tests
Regulations 2007.
Schedule 3

7.

In addition to incorporating for the sake of clarity certain existing provisions

of the affected Regulations, this Schedule makes certain new amendments, which in
tum affect the GB Road Vehicles Lighting Regulations 1989 lS1 1989/1796) as they
are applied to the Island.

8.

The 1989 Regulations are affected in the following ways.

9. Paragraph 2 amends the definition of "Emergency vehicle" in regulation 3 so
that it includes non-motorised emergency vehicles.
10. Paragraph 3 makes changes with respect to pedal cycle lights by amending
regulations 11 and 12 so as to permit pedal cycles or a trailer drawn by, or a sidecar
attached to, a pedal cycle to be fitted with lights on wheels or pedals and brings
trailers drawn by pedal cycles within the vehicles permitted to be fitted with lamps
and reflectors.

11.

Paragraph 4 amends regulation 13 so as to permit pedal cycles or a trailer
drawn by, or a sidecar attached to, a pedal cycle to be fitted with front and rear
position lamps which flash. In the case of lamps which must be fitted pursuant to
regulation 18, they must, when flashing, produce a light with an intensity of not less
than four candelas.

11

amend
fãritro tffitïni.h flash
sidecar attached to, a Pedal
12.

rear

ParagraPh 5

anr

(ca) of Schedule Z uría-inpu'agraph 5(d)
àre'not also capable of emitting a steady light'

or a
c) or
they

13,

ParagraPh 6 affects Parts
ways. First, it requires the flash r
or to a trailer drawn bY, or a side
240 flashes per minute' Second, it permit
to comply with British Standard 6lO2:Part
on lst September 2003 as an alternative to
amcnded so as to ,"[lrir" the flash rate of

the
any
vehicle other than u ,oto motor bicycle irst use

Part II is
lamp on a
1991 to be

between 60 and 240 flashes per minute'

14'ParagraphsTand,ofschedulel0withrespecttorear
way asJar?graph 6 amends Parts I
fosition lffis frtted to p
lamps fitted to such vehicles'
and II of Schedule 2 with
British Støndards

15.BritishStandardspecifications,whicharepreciselydefinedinthese
Regulations, maY be obtained-

Institution or by post
from any of the outlets operated by the British Standa¡ds
Department, 389
from the British Standards Institution, Customer Service
9001), or
8996
020
(telephone:
chiswick Hiln noud, London w4 4AL
pO Box 29, Norwich NR3 1GN by writing there or
from the Stationery Office,
telephoning 087 0 6005522'
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